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The Most Awarded
Standing Desk. Ever.

Designed to Inspire
It’s not often that your office furniture inspires you
to live a healthier, more active life. From desktop
hybrids to fully adjustable conference desks, every
NextDesk is designed to inspire and engineered to
add movement to your life. With a wide variety of
styles and ergonomic solutions, NextDesk will improve
health and elevate productivity.
Sustainably-sourced materials like Bamboo,
Rubberwood, and recycled Aluminum are
manufactured to perfectly fit your style and space.
microprocessor-controlled electric actuators and
robust frame construction allow you to effortlessly
add movement to your day while maximizing
productivity. Explore the endless possibilities on
12 different models to build a NextDesk that
beautifully complements your space.

NextDesk Terra - (from left) Medium Bamboo with Brushed
Aluminum Frame, Dark Bamboo with Matte Black Frame

Redefining the Desk
NextDesk designers had one thing in mind: create an attractive,
sleek, and modern power adjustable desk so anyone can add
movement into their life. Every NextDesk is created with sustainable
materials, state-of-the-art microprocessors, and science-backed
ergonomics that express our passion for movement.

Tradition of Innovation

Ergonomic Health

Sustainably Sourced

Driven by an obsessive attention to detail,
NextDesk sets the standard for adjustable
height desks— genuine, sustainable, and
sophisticated. The sleek design seamlessly
conceals the state-of-the-art microprocessor
controlled lifting system and advanced 18volt DC motors. NextDesk has reinvented the
desk as we know it and forever changed an
industry that hasn’t changed much in over a
hundred years.

The human body is designed for movement,
but in today’s digital world, sitting consumes
the majority of our day. Studies have shown
that exercising isn’t enough to offset the
damage done by sitting for long hours.
Introducing intervals of standing can
improve energy, increase productivity,
and combat a myriad of health issues. The
life-enhancing movement that NextDesk
provides has been associated with over a
dozen health benefits supported by science.

NextDesk materials are sourced for their
sustainability, strength, and beauty.
Sustainable desktop options like Bamboo
or Rubberwood are inherently durable
and exhibit a naturally warm aesthetic.
Supporting this solid desktop is a sturdy
frame of recycled aluminum, which requires
less energy to make than other metals.
NextDesk’s beautiful design will impact you,
but not the environment.

The Beauty is
in the Details
NextDesk Crossover - Medium Bamboo with Brushed Aluminum Frame

This is Vision in Sharp Focus
Delivering a high-performance desk requires finding harmony between
power and elegance. With the touch of a button, watch your NextDesk
glide smoothly and silently from sitting to standing in seconds. The
soft-start and soft-stop technologies allow NextDesk to begin and
end each transition without vibration or jarring movements. Its bestin-class lifting speed is made possible by dual 18-volt DC motors and
an advanced microprocessor controller. These motors provide both
strength and agility, allowing NextDesk to lift up to 630 pounds (Pro)
at a rapid 1.7 inches per second.

From the sophisticated style to the
elegant movement to the way the buttons
feel under your fingertips—the engineers
have obsessed over every single detail.

Technology that Motivates
The perfect balance in every NextDesk isn’t just chance. Expertly
crafted sensory details imperceptible to most are channeled by
designers. Developing stunning, precisely engineered desks is
just the first stop to creating something more. Something that
motivates you long after the day has started.

Artisan Design
Designed to make an impression, each NextDesk is artfully crafted
from six different desktop finishes and five brushed aluminum
finishes. A variety of frame designs and desktop accessories
lets you make your NextDesk uniquely yours. Ultimate durability
and effortless natural beauty come together to create a desk as
beautiful as it is powerful.

Exceptional Options & Accessories
Your individuality reflects your taste, your dreams and your ideas.
This simple thought inspired the freedom to customize NextDesk
down to the finest detail. Choose from a wide variety of options
that define the spirit of time rather than following it. Add the
finishing touch with special options – all combining to make your
NextDesk uniquely you.
NextDesk Terra Pro - Medium Bamboo with Brushed Aluminum Frame

Easy on the
Environment
The greatest environmental challenge facing the furniture
industry today is the presence of formaldehyde. Most
modern desks are made from pressed wood products,
plastic laminate, veneer, or MDF. Going against the
grain from the rest of our industry, we’ve completely
eliminated these substances from all NextDesk products.
We’ve also eliminated the use of solvent-based paints,
putting NextDesk years ahead of our competitors. U.S.based design and assembly allows for tight control and
monitoring of construction, ensuring our products deliver
the highest level of customer satisfaction.

Our Family
Explore our rich variety of revolutionary standing desk
designs to find the one that best suits your space and
style. Whether you choose a standing desk hybrid like the
Crossover or custom-sized adjustable height conference
table, you’ll receive the superior level of design, materials,
and performance NextDesk is known for.

F E AT U R E D I N

“NextDesk’s numerous customizable add-ons,
wide range of available colors and stylings, and
ease-of-assembly make this one of the finest
standing desks available anywhere.”
Digital Trends: Editors Choice - 9.0 / 10

“The Terra is…a desk that you can proudly
put in your den rather than hide away in a
corner of your house.”

Cult of Mac
NextDesk Terra - Dark Bamboo with Matte Black Frame

Terra
Featuring highly sustainable solid bamboo and rubberwood for
elegant warmth and exceptional durability, the Terra radiates
genuine, natural beauty. Choose from a variety of authentic wood
and aluminum finishes to fit your style and space. An industryleading power-adjustable lifting system elevates Terra to your optimal
ergonomic height with a smooth, gliding motion. This balance of
natural elegance and superior engineering set the stage for the Terra
to become the most awarded standing desk, ever.

Natural Materials. Natural Beauty.
Terra’s beautiful natural wood desktops are designed
to make an impact on you, but not the environment.
Choose from genuine bamboo or rubberwood
available in 6 solvent-free and UV-coated finishes to
perfectly match your existing style.

Best-in-Class Performance
Reach your ideal ergonomic height with the
NextDesk microprocessor-controlled power lifting
system. A best-in-class speed of 1.7 inches/second,
programmable memory, unparalleled height range,
and soft-start/soft-stop technology bring your desk
to life with smooth, quiet transitions.

PATENT
PENDING

“...more on the side of presentation
pieces than simple working surfaces.”

NextDesk Terra Pro - Light Bamboo with Brushed Aluminum

Terra Pro
Designed to raise the performance of Terra to a bold new level, the
Terra Pro boasts unrivaled stability and a 630lbs lifting capacity. Four
powerful lifting columns and an extra-wide footprint allow the Pro to
effortlessly lift complex workspace set ups in a smooth, gentle gliding
motion without jarring starts or stops. The Pro elevates the potential
of Terra with an unprecedented level of power and capacity.

The Power of Four
The power of the Terra Pro is all in the revolutionary
frame design. Four powerful columns house 18-volt
DC motors that effortlessly lift up to 630lbs.

Unmatched Stability
The unique 45-degree angled columns provide
superior weight displacement distribution for
unbeatable stability

“The Encore is beautiful. Everyone who has
come into my house over the past month
has stopped to comment on the desk”

NextDesk Encore - (from left) Medium Rubberwood with Silver Frame,
Dark Rubberwood with white frame

Encore
NextDesk Encore is the world’s first standing desk to feature genuine
Rubberwood desktops. NextDesk went back to the source for this
stunningly original desktop that looks and feels much like Oak. Mother
Nature is the master of design and Rubberwood brings a warm,
natural style to any office. The solid wood desktop is protected by
the latest in UV-cured coating technology that allows the natural
life of the wood to shine through. This solvent-free finish is hard,
durable, and odor-free, making it the perfect choice for an Encore
Rubberwood desktop.

Remarkably Repurposed
Rubberwood is sourced from rubber trees that are
otherwise burned when latex production stops.
Rather than waste this beautiful resource, NextDesk
uses the harvested material to produce a desktop
that is superior to other hardwoods.

Elegant Strength
A feature unique to the Encore is its solid steel
support frame. Steel requires fewer materials in
construction when compared to similar metals,
while maintaining a strong, durable footing.

“You place it on a tabletop of your choice—your
existing desk, kitchen counter, living room table,
whatever—and at the press of a button, the
hybrid workstation lifts and lowers.”

PATENT
PENDING

NextDesk Crossover Pro (from left) - Dark Bamboo with Alphine White,
Medium Bamboo with Gloss Black Frame

Crossover
The NextDesk Crossover is a true hybrid, combining the genes of
a modern power-adjustable standing desk with the space of your
existing desk. Add up to 21 inches of vertical height over your
existing desk without relying on clunky scissor lifts, hand cranks,
or mounts. Simply press a button to transform your desk into a
workspace that supports movement, enhances productivity, and
increases energy levels.

Your Desk, Transformed
Sized to fit virtually any desk, just place the
Crossover on your existing desktop and enjoy all the
benefits of a full-size standing desk.

Automatic, No Cranks or Mounts
Adding movement to your life is truly effortless with
the Crossover. Simply press the soft touch buttons
and the internal microprocessor precisely controls
every movement and your desk gently glides to
your preferred height.

“…there’s no other sit/stand desk
we’ve ever used that was this
well made. You can have a great
standing desk, or a great sitting
desk, or a beautiful desk, but if you
want all of those in one desk, the Air
from NextDesk would be our pick.”
Score of 100 / 100 “Kick Ass!”

NextDesk Air - Brushed Aluminum

Air
More a work of art than simply a desk, the NextDesk Air top surface is
so amazingly thin that it appears to float on air. The world’s thinnest
desk surface measures a remarkable 0.25 inch. To maximize strength,
the Air top surface is laser cut from a solid piece of recycled aluminum. A thin top layer of tempered glass provides stunning visual
depth and light refraction.

Sleek. Solid. Stunning.
A thin top layer of tempered glass is backed by a
solid piece of recycled aluminum for visual depth
and beautiful light refraction. Measuring at only 0.25
inch thick, the Air features the world’s thinnest desk
surface that just so happens to be the most visually
stunning as well

Recycled Aluminum Beauty
Enhancing and supporting the sleek design of the
Air is a solid, recycled aluminum frame available in
five different finishes.

PATENT
PENDING

“The Air Pro combines great looks
with great mechanics to make
one of the best adjustable desk
solutions on the market.”

NextDesk Air - Gloss Black

Air Pro
The Air Pro elevates the elegance of the NextDesk Air with
the strength and power of four powerful columns. With a bold,
expressive design, the Pro delivers more power, more stability,
and an increased weight capacity. Its design is bold yet refined,
boasting an undeniable sense of potential and strength. An
impressive balance of strength and refined beauty, the Pro will
transform your workspace into a work of art.

Bold, Expressive Design
For optimal stability that delivers a stunning visual
presence, the Air Pro features four power lifting
columns for maximum stability. With a low-profile
crossbar crafted from solid half-inch recycled
aluminum, this artfully designed support adds an
additional level of stability.

The Power of Four
The power of the Air Pro comes from the
revolutionary quad column frame design. Four
powerful columns house 18-volt DC motors to
effortlessly lift up to 630lbs, seemingly on air.

“…both ergonomically great
and perfect for all-purposes
work spaces.”

NextDesk L-Series - Medium Bamboo, Gloss Black Frame

Built For You

L-Series
NextDesk Custom L Series is available with up to 250% more desk
surface area than standard desktops. Available in sleek aluminum or 6
different finishes of bamboo, the NextDesk Custom L Series creates a
spacious environment around you. Built to virtually any size, the
L-Series delivers the highest level of customization available.

P

Designed according to your specifications, the
L-Series offers precise customization of materials and
style. Choose your size, shape, material, and color and
NextDesk will build a desk that fits you perfectly.

Best-in-class NextDesk Features
Maximize workspace and increase productivity with
a hand-crafted custom power-adjustable L desk.
Customize your ideal ergonomic workstation and
enjoy over 267 positions with the push of a button.

“NextDesk is the Mercedes-Benz of standing
desks…the Solo Plus is the greatest thing to
ever happen to Metro.”

PATENT
PENDING

NextDesk Solo Plus
Dark Bamboo Silver Frame

Solo Plus
The Solo Plus features a unique single-column design that makes it
the perfect addition for your space-challenged room or office. Sturdy
and height-adjustable, the Solo Plus provides a generous workspace
with a small footprint. Designed to maximize usable working space
while occupying less floor space, you can now enjoy the freedom of
an adjustable height desk in any sized room or office.

Elegantly Hidden Inside
Inside the powerful, yet minimalist single-column
support base is an advanced system of smooth, quiet
motors. A state-of-the-art microprocessor-controlled
lift system quietly moves the desktop at a quick 1.7
inches per second.

Space-Saving Footprint
The Solo Plus offers maximum stability with
minimalist presence. Its large desktop provides ample
working space without overtaking the floor space of
smaller rooms.

“NextDesk produces some of the most
beautiful standing desks around, and…
there’s also an eco-friendly vibe.”

NextDesk Up (from left) Medium Bamboo with Brushed
Aluminum Frame, Light Bamboo with Gloss White Frame

Up
NextDesk Up is a fixed-height standing desk designed and engineered
from the same quality materials of power-adjustable height
NextDesks. Choose from 5 standard height options, or define your
own custom height. Available in the warm bamboo and sustainable
rubberwood desktops. The NextDesk Up is the perfect way to commit
to a healthier, standing work lifestyle.

Nature, Elevated
Customize the Up to match your existing space
and style with stunning sustainable materials. Each
desktop is finished with a 100% solid ultraviolet cure
that will protect your investment for years to come.

The Strength to Stand
The NextDesk Up frame is designed to be the
most stable standing desk surface available while
maintaining a sleek minimalist design.

NextDesk Custom Air - U-Shaped, Brushed Aluminum Finish

Custom
NextDesk makes hand-crafted custom power-adjustable desks in an
unlimited number of shapes, sizes, styles, colors and stains, only limited
by your imagination. Looking for a NextDesk shaped like a guitar?
No problem. Looking for a custom bamboo stain to match existing
furniture? Done. Your hand-crafted, power-adjustable desk can be
built in virtually any shape, size, color and material you can imagine.

Limited Only By Your Imagination
Always wanted a guitar-shaped desk? No problem.
NextDesks can be constructed in virtually any
number of shapes, sizes, styles, colors, and finishes.

Uniquely Yours
From a cockpit-shaped U-desk to 15 foot long group
workstation with eight power-lifting columns—the
custom possibilities are truly endless.

NextDesk Conference - Light Bamboo with Silver Frame

Conference
We all know the health benefits that a standing lifestyle can provide
an individual, and now your entire office can experience those
benefits as well. Studies have shown that standing meetings are
shorter and more productive, with improved alertness and focus. The
NextDesk Adjustable Conference Desk lets you and your coworkers
collaborate as you stand and stay mobile together. Let us help you
design the perfect standing conference desk for your group meetings.

Increased Productivity
Studies have shown that by adding adjustable
height desks into the workspace, productivity
increased by 25%. Additionally, groups that held
meetings around a standing conference table
reported a reduction of meeting times by over 40%.

Your Space, Your Style
A NextDesk conference table offers the same
high-quality materials in custom stains and styles.
Just contact us to have a unique desk designed
specifically for your space and style.

Your Favorite Options
One of the newest options is the NextSpace 6-way
keyboard platform. Based on years of ergonomic
research, NextSpace maximizes desk space while
helping you achieve the perfect keyboard placement
at any position. Protect all of your important electronic
equipment and connected devices with NextDesk’s
optional Integrated Power Management System.
Maintain the integrity of your desk’s sleek design
with the optional Vanity Cover and Integrated Cable
Management Raceway and make cable clutter a thing
of the past. To protect the natural beauty of your
desktop, you might consider a TopShield to protect
your desktop surface against wear and tear.
With NextDesk accessories and options, there are
endless possibilities to customize your desk for
enhanced beauty and ergonomics.

NextDesk Terra - (from left) Medium Bamboo with Brushed
Aluminum Frame, Dark Bamboo with Matte Black Frame

Best-in-class
Warranty
Backed by a best-in-class 5-year warranty, NextDesk is
guaranteed to deliver the highest level of satisfaction
for years to come. In addition to offering the most
robust warranty in the industry, we also offer a 30-Day
Satisfaction Guarantee to ensure that you are 100% happy
with your new NextDesk.

Made to Order
in the USA.
From start to finish, NextDesks are designed, developed, and
built in the USA. Based in Austin, Texas, NextDesk delivers
state-of-the-art power-adjustable technology straight from
the heart of Texas to locations all over the world.

Customized For You
The NextDesk Configurator allows you to make
your NextDesk uniquely yours. The exact aesthetic
and design of your NextDesk is completely up to
you. Add features, change materials, and adjust
colors to your preferences and design tastes
and build your perfect desk. View features and
updates in stunning 3D detail at nextdesk.com.

Learn more at nextdesk.com

